
 

 

 

 

June 13, 2016 

 

Muhammad Ali Expansion Act Long Overdue 

 

Together, we are writing to express our unwavering support for passage of the Muhammad Ali Expansion 

Act, the proposed amendment to the Muhammad Ali Boxing Reform Act (Ali Act) to all combat sports 

including mixed martial arts (MMA).  This amendment is desperately needed by combat sports athletes and 

to enable these sports to prosper and thrive.  The lack of financial disclosures and coercive contractual 

practices that plagues MMA not only deprives each athlete of rights already offered to boxers, but also 

prevents investment in the sport and, as a result, stunts the sport’s natural growth.   

 

Fighters are hamstrung in their ability to negotiate fight purses as promotions, unlike in boxing, are not 

required to disclose to fighters the revenues earned from such bouts.  Just recently boxer Chris Algieri 

invoked the Ali Act to obtain financial disclosures from his promoter to assist him in negotiating his purse.  

For no seemingly logical reason or good reason, fighters in other combat sports are not provided the same 

disclosures.  

 

Coercive contractual practices crippling the natural growth of MMA include, but are not limited to: (i) the 

use of exclusive and non-public contracts; (ii) the assignment of ancillary rights from the athlete to the 

promoter far beyond the term of the promotional agreement; (iii) champions clauses that prevent champions 

from ever becoming freely marketable; and (iv) secret discretionary payments that are utilized to keep the 

athletes subservient and silent.     

Athletes in MMA and other combat sports compete without benefit of independent, objective rankings 

criteria.  Indeed, no credible or objective rankings criteria have been adopted by any promotion in MMA.  

The Ali Act seeks to prohibit promoters from being “able to rig the sport by placing favored boxers who 

have signed away promotional rights in the top rankings,” and for those boxers who refuse to cooperate, 

from being “arbitrarily dropped from the ranking or prevented from moving up.”  In fact, promoters in MMA 

have stripped fighters of their championship status altogether, or worse, refused to allow them to compete 

against their champions at all.   

The Ali Act requires rankings to be based on merit, not contractual subservience.  Standardized, 

objective rankings serve to increase public confidence in the sport, and means “new opportunities for honest 

boxers who are trying to fight their way up the rankings.”  Additionally, the sport achieves “more integrity 

and respect” since boxing fans “will know that championship matches are being fought by true champions.”  

Indeed, the public would be outraged if Rob Manfred, the commissioner of baseball, simply replaced the 

Kansas City Royals in the World Series, or worse, kept them out of the playoffs because the New York 

Yankees bring higher ratings or more favorable contractual terms.  A promoter’s ability to write fighters in 

and out of rankings arbitrarily serves to drastically reduce a fighter’s marketability and leverage.  This 

practice is rampant in MMA, impugns the integrity of the sport, and serves to strip fighters of virtually all 

negotiating leverage at the time their marketability should be at its peak.   

The Ali Act addresses these exploitive business practices by requiring objective and consistent rankings 

criteria.  This provision was inserted into the Ali Act to prevent promoters from abusing boxers and 

monopolizing the sport by requiring boxers to sign away all their rights in order to obtain an important 

fight or maintain their current status in the rankings.  In short, the Act attempts to prevent promoters from 

forcing boxers into coercive contracts as a condition of participating in a given match. 



The Congressional findings taken directly from the Ali Act apply with equal validity to MMA and other 

combat sports.  Like boxing before, “rankings” and “contender” status in MMA and other combat sports are 

largely pure manipulations by the promoter, and often not the result of merit at all.  To obtain title status, a 

promoter requires fighters to sign coercive, long term contracts with extension options and sweeping 

assignments of ancillary rights that go far beyond rights necessary to promote bouts.  Fighters who refuse to 

sign these contracts are simply not provided “championship” status by promotions. Worse, promotions have 

simply stripped fighters who have already obtained championship status.   

Despite the fact that the athletes themselves have earned the right, through their performance, to fight the 

best in their respective weight classes, major promoters in MMA almost uniformly require exclusive, long 

term promotional agreements from any fighter fighting for a title.  As one witness testified before the Senate, 

“this is akin to forcing a professional tennis player or golfer to sign an exclusive, long term contract with the 

promoter of whatever event they were seeking to win.  The athlete would then only be able to compete when 

the promoter approved, against only those opponents who also were forced to agree to terms with that 

promoter.” 

 The Ali Act curbs exploitive business practices and protects honest competition and the integrity of sport.  

As stated in the legislative history of the Ali Act, an industry free of restraint and exploitive and unethical 

business practices will lead to increased competition, “and fair, open competition is key to any sport’s 

success.”   

Removal of these artificial and anti-competitive restraints will dramatically reshape the MMA industry.  

With the removal of these artificial restraints, substantial new investments from deep-pocketed investors will 

be made in MMA.  These investors, currently sitting on the sidelines unable to effectively compete in a free-

market system, will provide not only more opportunities and earnings power to the athletes, but also 

additional tax revenues and jobs throughout the nation.  Such organic growth will benefit all stakeholders 

in the sport of mixed martial arts by increasing revenues in all industry segments.   

We strongly support the Muhammad Ali Expansion Act sponsored by Representatives Markwayne Mullin 

and Joseph Kennedy III, and urge its passage at the earliest opportunity.  The Muhammad Ali Expansion Act 

is desperately needed not only for the protection of the athletes, but also to enable these sports to reach their 

natural, unfettered potential.   

 

/s/ Carlos Newton     /s/ Cung Le /s/ Pat Miletich  /s/ Randy Couture 
Carlos Newton                   Cung Le   Pat Miletich   Randy Couture 

 

 

/s/ Brandon Vera   /s/ Frank Shamrock    /s/ Jon Fitch /s/ Wanderlei Silva 
Brandon Vera      Frank Shamrock    Jon Fitch  Wanderlei Silva 

 
 

 

      

    /s/ Kyle Kingsbury  /s/ Antonio Mckee   /s/ Javier Vazquez 
Nathan Quarry             Kyle Kingsbury     Antonio Mckee      Javier Vazquez 

 

 

/s/ Jamie Varner  /s/ Leslie Smith   /s/ Ryan Jimmo /s/ John Howard    
Jamie Varner   Leslie Smith       Ryan Jimmo  John Howard 

 

 



/s/ Vinicius Quireoz   /s/ Lew Polley /s/ Sarah D’Alelio /s/ Quinton Henry 
Vinicius Quireoz  Lew Polley  Sarah D’Alelio  Quinton Henry 

     

 

/s/ Josh Koscheck   /s/ Christine Stanley   /s/ Ben Askren /s/ Conor Heun 

Josh Koscheck        Christine Stanley              Ben Askren  Conor Heun 

 

 

/s/ Dennis Hallman  /s/ Ken Shamrock    /s/ Bill Goldberg      /s/ Noad Lahat 
Dennis Hallman          Ken Shamrock      Bill Goldberg  Noad Lahat 
 
/s/ Luke Zachrich   /s/Mike Pierce     /s/ Josh Thomson     /s/ Matthew Mitrione 
Luke Zachrich       Mike Pierce         Josh Thomson     Matthew Mitrione           

 
/s/Maurice Smith   /s/ Anthony Njokuani /s/ Zack Brennan /s/Mo Lawal         
 Maurice Smith        Anthony Njokuani   Zack Brennan      Mo Lawal 

 

 

/s/ Chris Wilson     /s/ Brendan Barret /s/ Evan Velez /s/ Robbie Lopez 
Chris Wilson       Brendan Barret  Evan Velez  Robbie Lopez 

 

/s/ Mark Bocek  /s/ Jonathan Hernandez /s/ Sean Sherk 

 Mark Bocek  Jonathan Hernandez   Sean Sherk  

 

/s/ Brian Shepherd /s/ Juanito Ibarra /s/ Samuel R. Spira 
Brian Shepherd  Juanito Ibarra   Samuel R. Spira 

 
/s/ Alessandro Gelke /s/ Rodney L. Donohoo 
Alessandro Gelke  Rodney L. Donohoo   Rob Maysey 

 

 

 


